ZC10L CARD SUPPLIES
BROCHURE

ZC10L Card Supplies
The cards you print for your events or seasonal passes, should not
only identify attendees, but also present your brand in a positive light.
With stunning images and graphics, your badges can be transformed
from ordinary access tools to cherished guest mementos.
Zebra printing and supplies enable you to create high-performing
cards that are aesthetically pleasing. We provide consistent results
with every print job while minimizing wear and tear on critical printer
parts — delivering exceptional print quality with reduced overall
maintenance costs.

Media Kits
ZC10L kits include the exact amount of 17 or 24 mil cards and color
ribbon to print 400 cards, so you exhaust the cards and ribbons at the
same time.
Choose from the following card options:

Standard Cards
Zebra’s 17 and 24 mil PVC cards, specifically designed for the ZC10L,
are durable enough for multi-day events or seasonal passes and
deliver exceptional photo quality images.

Environmentally Friendly Cards
Zebra offers environmentally friendly options to reduce the impact on
the environment.

100% Recycled
• Manufactured in the US, using scrap PVC materials previously
used for cards or from excess generated by the creation process. It
delivers the same performance as a standard card but has a slight
off-white appearance.

Biodegradable
• 99% of PVC cards biodegrade in nine months to five years when
placed in a commercially controlled landfill with soil, water, compost,
or whenever in continual contact with microorganisms.

Ribbons
Zebra True Colors® card printer ribbons produce high-quality images
and extend the life of your printers and cards. Experience vibrant
colors, “true-to-life” flesh tones, and sharp barcodes and text. Our
patented printer ribbon technology minimizes printhead buildup and
delivers durable cards.
Media kits come with YMCKO ribbons as standard. We offer the option
to purchase black ribbons separately for the added ability to print
guest instructions or “fine print” on the backside of cards.
.
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Security Features
Restrict access to your event with a custom card including an overt (visually obvious) or covert (not identifiable to the
naked eye) security feature. Using a security feature will protect your event from revenue loss and unwanted guests by
making it difficult for someone to duplicate it, and easy for you to identify counterfeits.

Overt Security Options
These security features are visible and difficult to replicate.
High

1. Holographic Foil
Stamping of a 2-D holographic foil onto the card. The holographic
foil is created so that it bends light, creating the illusion of a
two-dimensional surface.

2. Optical Variable Ink (OVI®)
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3. Guilloche Pattern
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Printing of a highly complex, multiple-color design pattern in
a designated area on the card. The design is generated by a
mathematical formula that is virtually impossible to reproduce
by a copy machine or to re-create digitally.

Level of security

Inks are applied to create a noticeable color shift when rotated
either up and down or left to right.

4. Spot UV
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UV ink is applied to an area (or areas) you designate to create a
raised glossy image, adding depth and contrast.
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5. Metallic Ink
Image printed in a designated area with an ink that contains
metallic particles that reflect light and create a metallic sheen.
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Covert Security Options
These security features are hidden and not visible to the naked
eye, requiring staff to use a tool to view them.
High

6. UV Black Light Reactive Ink
Image is printed in designated area with ink that glows under an
ultraviolet light, requiring the use of a black light to view it.

7. Micro Text
Small text that is only visible with an 8x or 10x magnifying glass or
microscope is printed in a designated area on the card; typically
has a predetermined misspelling or transposed character.

Level of security
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